
 
Dog mutilation in Soweto sparks animal anti-cruelty education by Randburg resident 

 
The Siyathuthuka Daycare Centre in Dube Hostel, Soweto, was filled with squeals of delight 
on 14 July when about 150 children aged between three and 16 gathered to learn about 
proper pet care and have their faces painted as tigers, butterflies, cats and other animals. 
 
The event was organised by deputy chair and manager of NPO Aletheia International 
Ministries, Connie Wicks, who is also a Randburg resident, and was hosted by the People’s 
Dispensary for Sick Animals (PDSA) in Soweto. 
 
Life is as hard for animals as it is for humans in Dube Hostel, where sewage leaks from 
unmaintained plumbing and electricity has yet to be installed. During one of her recent twice-
weekly deliveries of foodstuffs to impoverished children from the hostel, Connie found two 
puppies had had their tails mutilated and were cringing in agony and fear.  
 
A Christian missionary, Connie has spent her life bringing hope and help to impoverished 
people, demonstrating God’s love in action, but also feels strongly about animals being 
treated with respect, love and care. She says, “I was heartbroken when I saw the condition 
that these puppies were in. I have a real passion for children, but also feel passionately about 
the well being of animals. I cannot stand abuse of any kind to children and animals.” 
 
Connie took the dogs, one with its tail hanging from a sinew and a thread of skin, to the 
PDSA. The PDSA treated the animals and found homes for them. Sadly, these are not the 
only cases of cruelty to animals in the area. Often animals are found tied up, teased and 
beaten, and left without food and water. Lack of knowledge and understanding are cited as 
contributors to this behaviour.  
 
The PDSA’s Lori-Kay Stern jumped at Connie’s request to conduct animal anti-cruelty and pet 
care education in the hostel. “We want to teach the children that animals have feelings too 
and look to humans for love and care,” says Lori-Kay. 
 
By the time Lori-Kay and her team were done, the children were shouting, “I must love my 
dog, I must love my dog!” 
 
“It was a day of excitement for the children that succeeded in capturing their attention to the 
anti-animal cruelty message,” says Connie. “We are looking at hosting these events on a 
regular basis at Siyathuthuka Daycare Centre as a way of instilling and sustaining anti-cruelty 
behaviour.” 
 
Aletheia is a non-profit organisation that struggles to provide material needs to hundreds of 
impoverished people on a weekly basis. The PDSA is an animal charity that provides pet 
treatment for a nominal fee to pet owners. Any donations to these honourable causes would 
be welcomed. 
 
Connie Wicks: 072 650 9144  aletheia@iafrica.com 
 
Lori-Kay Stern: 083-701-7632, 011-984-4340, 011-984-0551  lkay@pdsa.org.za 
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